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Kaya Erebato 6
Price:  USD 479.000

Location:  Tera Kora

Bathrooms:  1

Bedrooms:  2

Lot size:  523 m2

Built up size:  156 m2

Beautiful and charming Bonarian house ! Renovated in 2023
Charming Bonarian - style house with 2 bedrooms and 1 bathroom,
located in the peaceful neighborhood of Tera kora. As soon as you
arrive, you'll appreciate the convenience of parking on your own
terrain and in front of your house. The large garden with new grave
is perfect for outdoor relaxation and entertaining. Inside, the house
features doors and new windows that have been deliberately
painted to give them a charming vintage look. The newly installed
kitchen is fully equipped with all the modern amenities you need.
Each bedroom is air-conditioned for your comfort, the concrete
floor throughout the house gives you the opportunity to keep the
house clean with ease. The vide can be used as an extra bedroom
or as a cozy spot to relax. The windows let in a lot of natural light
and have removeable glass to prevent dust from coming in. The
new bathroom features a big LED mirror and all the necessary
fixtures. Outside, you'll find a canopy prieel where you can sit in the
shade and enjoy the garden. There's also a storage and laudrey
room for your convenience. The house is sold fully furnished, so you
can move in right away and start enjoying the Bonarian lifestyle. The
roof tiles and high wooden ceiling add to the charm and character
of this lovely home. Don't miss this opportunity to own a piece of
Bonarian paradise in Tera kora. Pluses: ✅ Luxurious 2-bedroom
house. ✅ Newly renovated windows in 2023. ✅ Vide with airconditiong ✅
Home with roof tiles ✅ Constuction year 2013 ✅ Modern kitchen and
bathroom. ✅ Two very spacious bedrooms with airconditioning. ✅
Outside storage and laundrey room. ✅ Spacious porch in the shade
for relaxing during the day. ✅ Parking in front of your own door and
on your terrain. ✅ Outside and roof of the house painted in 2023.
Follow the link for a virtual walk through or contact me at
gita.pendjol@kwbonaire.com 
https://my.matterport.com/show/?m=pVZ5f1552n1
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